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166. On "Amount of Information"
By KSmei SUZUKI

(Comm. by K. KUNUC, M.J.., Dec. 13, 1956)

We have pursued the mathematical characters of the "amount
of information" propounded by Norbert Wiener and Claude E.
Shannon. And considering it, we were always to specify at least
one partition of the probability space.

Thus we have designed to discuss it without discriminating the
types of probability distributions.

1 and P log.1. log.
As the "state" (A) considered about some object is defined by

the possible K cases, by the K attributes or more generally by the
number K, the capability of the "source" for causing the state (A)
to occur is measured by log. K.

Mathematically this corresponds with the fact that the subsets
of the finite set consisting of M elements are 2 in all, while K and
log. K correspond to 2 and M respectively.

Further, if the capability is expressed statistically, the probability
P in which the state (A) occurs is used for K or 2 and it will be

measured by log. 1 avoiding negative.
P

1 will be called the amount of informationThis quantity log.

for the source due to the state (A) that happens.
1 --0, we have easily the follow-Hence putting conveniently 0 log-h

ing proposition.

(1.1) P log, P:>0, is concave, and attains its maximum at p_l,
e

thus it is an increasing function in 0p-I, (e is the base of the
e

natural logarithm); and for AP 0 and 1 P, P+(-- 1)/AP 0,
k-- 1, 2,

1 --(P.--AP) log 1 --:Plog 1 1(P,+AP) log
P+AP P.--AP

accordingly as i(P+AP)-- (P.-- AP) l-!P-P. ].
Further, as a great number of states are sometimes supposed to

exist in observing some object, the average amount of information
for the capability of the source due to the sequence of states sueh
as A[i--0,1,2,...}, where (A) is defined by the probability P,
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PO, , P--I, may also be taken into consideration and represented
i--O

as, H=,P log 1 And this quantity H is usually called the amount
i=O /

of information for the source due to the sequence of states JAil i-O,
1,2,...}.

2. The partition of the probability space
By (R,,I) we denote, as usual, the probability space (or the

probability distribution), i.e. R is a non-empty set, an additive
class of subsets in R and t is non-negative measure defined for the
set of K, and I(R)=I.

A partition A of (R, , I) shall be defined as follows:

A: R-A; Ae, AA--O, ij.
i=O

For a given partition A, we put (A0=P and H=H(; A)

0P log i

Pi
Thus we may consider the above as an amount of information

for a partition A.
When a partition A is given as follows:

A: R U B; B e , B B.--O, j j’,

B=A, ,=1,2,...,k, A,e[A]i=0,1,...},

we have

and
P.- 2(B.)-( [J A,)-,

I pi, log 1/PP log

thus

H(; AI)= P log-p, Pilog -H(; A).

This gives the following proposition.
(2.1) The unification of some components of a partition causes the
decrease of the amount of information.

3. Convergence of H=P log--
i=O Pi

(3.1) If lim P---+< 1, Jthen H=.P log 1
, p i--0 P

is cenverg.t.

From lim-P+--A<l, we could select a positive number Po and a
i/ Pi

sufficiently large integer no such that 0< P/ g0<l for in, and
P

then, referring to (1.1), we have
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1 < .,o PP,,o log (1/P.0p)0<P log
P

<:P-0 P log +,log

for 0 P - and for any n, m such that n>m no.
e

(3.2) If lira P+-1, then H=PIog 1
P =

converges or diverges

concurrently with the series
V-0

where P
e-1(1 -e- 1) pie (1- I)t+

Let m be the number of terms of v, from the definition of ,
e- mr > v> e- mr

then the series

are convergent since is convergent. And for a sufficiently large

number ,o, i+-i+l,
Thus we shall obtain two integers ,, , (,o) such that

(1-e-), 1+(i++1) log

for a sufficiently large integer N. Hence the proposition (3.2) may
be proved.

4. Comparison between two amounts of information
Henceforth we assume that the series

H(2; A)-P log
/=0

and

H(2; A)=: (P+AP,) log 1/(P+AP,)
==0

are convergent; and that there exist some positive numbers a, k such
that

(4.1)
P,

Thus we see that the series AP log 1 and AP log
P+AP

are also absolute convergent. Therefore we have as follows:
AH--H(2; A)-- H(2; A)
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(4.1.1) .= P, log ,;:o (P’+AP,) log P’ +P,P’
AP, log 1 t- P, log P’

:o P+AP :o P+AP
And on the other hand it is always true that

(4.1.2) AP--O, (absolute convergent).
i=O

Thus we get easily

(P,+ AP,) log P’+AP, ((AP,)

(4.1.4) and

P log P :Pj (t/(l+t))dt O.
o P+AP

And finally we get

(4.2) AP log 1 AH AP log.
From this result the following propositions are clear.

AH 0 AP log 1 0

(4.2.1) or

and

AH> 0 -+ AP, log ___> 0

, AP log 1 > 0 --> AH> 0
:o Pi+AP

or
1 < O-->AH < O.

__
,.P log--(

5. APt log---1 and , APt log 1
=o Pi ;=o P-kAP

According to AP<O or AP 0, we classify the sequence f(P, AP)[
i--O, 1, 2,... into two groups;

1) group a: (P,, --AP) AP>O, --1, 2,...
2) group : [(P, -kAP) AP, >__ O, -- 1, 2,... }.

Hence we may consider the mass AP,>__O for a pair (/, ,),/, -- 1, 2,.
The masses AP, , ,--1, 2,. ., are interpreted, for example, as the
ones remove from A to A when by the probability distribution,
which is shifting in the passage of time, the types represented as
(R, ,2) and (R, ,2) are taken at the time t and t respectively.

Then it follows that if we put

AP= AP (absolute convergent),
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2P are to be defined as P-,P
since APAP% and ] AP% is absolute convergent.

(5.)

Thus

AP, log 1

_
zlP,log 1 _, AP%log

i=0 _t =1 IJ,=l

1

If AP.> 0, then

( 1 --lg 1 ) --OP--P%(5.1.1) AP log
<: 0 P>P%.

Similarly
1 ( 1 --log 1 )(’) 0P og

P+P P ,g P,+P P%-P%
and if AP>O, then

OP,+AP--P%--AP%(g..l) AP, lOgp+Ap
herefore if P>P% for all , , referring to (.2), we have AHO;
and also if P+AP<P%--AP% for all , , AH O.
hus we may infer that
(g.8) the eoneentration or the divergence of masses causes to de-
crease or increase the amount of information respectively.
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